
Cross-dressing simultaneously blurs and stresses gender difference, underlining the heroine's peculiarity or 
'otherness' at the same time that it seeks to assimilate her into the predominating patriarchal society. As 
evidence of female character's (temporary) liberation from the social or romantic constraints formed by 
cultural expectations of gender, it is highly qualified. Often, it Compounds her romantic predicament. 
Cross-dressing is not a cause, but symptom, of the fracturing of gender-identity. There are seven 
Shakespearean female characters who choose to cross-dress, all located within plays which may either be 
called romantic comedies or which are dominated by the theme of romantic love: Julia in The Two 
Gentlemen of Verona; The Merchant of Venice; You Like 
It, Twelfth Night and Innogen in Cymbeline, King of Britain. I have chosen to concentrate on three 
of these characters: Portia, Rosalind and Viola.

Cross-dressing suggests a paradox: that, because they are female, these characters do not have the 
appropriate power they need for the circumstances in which they find themselves, and yet also that they 
have exactly that power, because when they are cross-dressed, they are still female and still manage to 
achieve their aims. In other words, the plays infer that for a woman to have power does not require that she 
stop being female but that she stops being perceived as feminine so that other characters may react 
differently to her for a while. This indicates the difference between female and feminine: women are not 
supposed to become successful advocates, or live out in a forest: yet they are clearly capable of doing so. If 
the trousers do not quite fit, neither do the skirts. 

: Gentlemen of Verona, Portia, merchant of Venice, Rosalind etc.  

In this paper , seek to answer the following questions: in what power relationships are these characters 
involved; in what capacity and with whom; what gendered expectations underlie them; why do they need to 
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cross dress; how is the balance of power affected; what opportunities and problems does cross-dressing
present; what has changed when they revert to womanhood? A doublet and hose give female characters the 
opportunity to take an active, vocal and central role in ordering their (love) lives in a way which is 
prohibited to those in skirts. But is the cross-dressed heroine in control? 

Female characters cross-dress in the pursuit of love. Male characters do not cross dress - it would be 
entirely unthinkable for them to do so. The mutability offender is a one-way process which does not 
significantly disrupt the social order. Cross-dressing does not give female characters any great insight into 
men’s character or psyche. They become neither men, nor even the youths whom they imitate, who are 
themselves unskilled in being men. Indeed cross-dressed heroines provide evidence that manhood is a 
learned condition or at least one that comes only with maturity, since an immature man and a young but 
mature woman are thought to be the equivalent in habits, appearance and vocal power. Marjorie Garber
develops this idea, asserting that there is a third gender of the crossdressedtoo often allied with one or other 
of the existent opposite sexes, rather than being seen as a distinct gender (or absence of gender) in its own 
right Arguing against the idea that cross-dressing is simply fun and functional because liminal and 
temporary, Garber suggests that the space liberated by this blurring of gender (and, in the Renaissance, 
class) distinctions is fundamental to culture, which cannot exist without "the crisis of category itself' that 
transvestismprovokes. The Renaissance sumptuary laws provided "visible and above all legible distinctions 
of wealth and rank" and the confusion of such important outward codes was met with absolute horror by 
contemporary commentators.1Thus theatres and players had to be granted exemption licenses so that actors 
could portray anyone other than themselves, whether cross-dressed or not Catherine Belsey places a similar 
emphasis on the liberating effect of cross- 

1. MarjorieGaib&T.Vested Interests: Cross-Dressing and Cultured Anxiety, 
. 

Dressing for all fixed notions of gender when she points out that "it is possible, at least in fiction, to speak 
from a position which is not that of a full, unified, gendered subject. In fact the space created by this 
fracturing of sex and gender indicates both how the plays suggest that gender is manufactured, and also 
where they imply that it is "natural'.

These plays are important for feminist criticism for obvious reasons: the leading roles are given to female 
characters, and the plays focus on the question of the innate nature of women and men and the social 
construction of masculine and feminine genders. Although neglected by many feminist critics, the boy 
players are fundamental to any understanding of the significance of crossdressing.The cross-dressed heroine 
presents both an examination of femininity and women's power upon which twentieth-century feminist 
critics concentrate, and also an examination of homosexuality and effeminacy which engaged the 
Contemporary audience much more directly. 

I have chosen 'Power Dressing' as the title for this chapter because the characters who cross-dress 
apparently gain greater power merely by changing their dress. In the 1980s, Power Dressing became a term 
widely used to describe certain type of women's wear: suits with short skirts, powerful shoulder pads, large
amounts of fake jewellery and high heels. In variations of this outfit many Western women chose to pursue 
positions of power in 4 a man's world'. Even in a supposedly post-feminist era, dress, particularly for women 
wishing to enter traditionally patriarchal areas, is extremely important: people still consciously dress for 
success and there are specific differences between the way in which men
And women dress in order to be taken seriously by the predominating powerbrokers, 
That is, men. 
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Alternative Shakespsares, 

Women who chose to power dress deliberately accented their sexuality and even their sexual availability. 
With heavily made-up faces and emphasized legs and bosoms, they provided a near parody of supposedly 
heterosexual femininity. But their provocativeness was double-sided: a deliberate challenge to men's
Authority clothed in highly stereotyped attire, worn by professional women, many of whom took exception 
to being called feminists. These women gained power within professions traditionally dominated by men by 
dressing to emphasize that their nature as women remained predictable.

In the New Age '90s, women thirsty for professional success do not power dress. Nor do they cross-dress: 
they do not need to do so. If they want to wear pinstriped trouser suit, shirt, tie and cuff-links, they are 
considered chic. When we look at Shakespeare's cross-dressed heroines, we do not think them particularly 
Strange; we are not as conscious of their cross-dressed state as was the sixteenth century audience 
.
What has this to do with Shakespeare? It serves as an example, from period close to our own, of the fact 
that women who wish to occupy positions of power in a patriarchal society may still decide to dress in a 
manner that deliberately evokes and simultaneously challenges that patriarchy, using stereotypical sexuality 
as a weapon in the struggle for power. It focuses our attention on the complexity of the influences and 
effects of cross-dressing. It also suggests that we lose at least one dimension of discomfort, and therefore 
complexity, by the fact that we no longer have boys in the women's parts. 

Although the circumstances surrounding each cross-dressed heroine are specific, there is a pattern which 
holds true for them all. All cross-dressers are young, female and on the verge of romance. Their new guise 
exaggerates, rather than disguises either their sex or their romantic circumstances - at least to the
Audience. Viola and Rosalind in particular are at great pains to point out their inadequacies as youths. As 
Cesario, Viola is terrified of fighting Sir Andrew; as Ganymede, Rosalind constantly laments her doublet 
and hose when she learns Orlando is in the forest and swoons when Oliver tells of the danger Orlando has
Risked for his sake. Because the plays establish the heroines as believable women lovers before they cross-
dress, the audience is constantly aware that what it sees is an illusion, and the cross-dressers' own references 
to the peculiarity of their state emphasise this. Only Portia appears confident of her new role, which 
involves no physical danger to her person but instead a testing of her existing witan verbal abilities, skills 
which a woman can be thought 'naturally' to possess. 

Indeed, since these cross-dressers become neither youths, nor men, nor remain (at least at one level) as 
young women, they become a different rather than an imitation gender. This ensures that their femininity is 
consistently emphasised, rather than diminished, by their cross-dressed state, reinforcing our understanding 
of the nature of women rather than challenging it. Most feminist critics argue that cross-dressing opens-up a 
realm where all gender is shown to be socially constructed. However it is also possible to argue the opposite 
point of view, based on the fact that in particular, Viola and Rosalind's supposedly essential femaleness
(femininity) remains unaffected. The plays thus also present the
Possibility that gender may be fixed and indivisible from biological sex: there is such a thing as female 
nature that cannot be altered by a change of clothes, which can only fool the other play characters for a 
while and the audience not at all.

These cross-dressers are always isolated, separated from their family or community. They are the heroines 
of the plays - by which I mean the main characters. They cross-dress out of necessity, not out of a whim or 
desire to dressing men's dress for its own sake. Cross-dressing occurs only within the context of 
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a romantic love plot which deals also with the nature of same-sex love and/or friendship. It also creates 
problems, particularly in terms of the sexual orientation of the other characters attracted to the cross-dresser. 
The heroine may choose deliberately to keep-up her disguise even when abandoning it would resolve such 
problems at a stroke. Yet these characters do not want to become men: they don’t intend this as a permanent 
transformation. In fact, by allying cross-dressing so closely with romantic love, there can be no danger of 
the heroine remaining crossdressed.Her objective in cross-dressing can be achieved only if her state is 
temporary and resolved by happy heterosexual coupledom in the final act. Cross-dressing 
does not change what women are expected or allowed to do. Although certain things may have been 
achieved, the patriarchy remains not only unshaken but apparently also confirmed. Yet it is possible to 
interpret the plays completely differently, arguing that the patriarchy has been shaken to its foundation: 
women have proved that they can do all these things; they have asserted themselves. Life will never be the 
same again. Both readings have validity.

Cross-dressing allows female characters the opportunity to be treated with different set of gendered 
expectations of their behavior. Feminist critics are often tempted to think of these heroines as examples of 
assertive women, reflections of a historical and social reality in sixteenth century England. It is also
Seductive to think of them as positive role models for real women. "Limits? What limits?" exclaims Clara 
Claiborne Park.

As You like It, The Merchant of Venice 
Much Ado. 

3 

This sort of attitude has barely changed since Anna Jameson: "Portia clever! What an epithet to apply to this 
heavenly compound of talent, feeling, wisdom, 

The Woman's Part: Feminist
Criticism of Shakespeare,  

Beauty and gentleness!" But there are significant problems inherent in such whole-hearted endorsement. 
Feminist historians often take opposing views of the significance of female characters within these plays, 
the relationship between literature and life, and what these characters can suggest about life in 
sixteenthcenturyEngland. Citing the same sources, Linda Woodbridge and Lisa Jardinecome to opposite 
conclusions. Jardine argues that the strong female characters of Shakespeare’s plays almost certainly meant 
that there was no 'Paradice of women in contemporary England, while Woodbridge recounts a number of 
surprised male reactions to women’s apparent libery: 
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Woodbridge's eagerness to concur with this image is infectious to feminists: atone level we want to believe 
that real life was "full of women who gad about visiting each other, shopping, attending plays, drinking in 
taverns". But these characters are the exception not the rule, and it is this unusualness, combined with the
fact that their change of identity is only temporary, which allows them to be 
Celebrated, before they are once more confined within the traditional role of wife. It is important to 
consider how far the boy actor has influenced female parts

Shakespeare's Heroines, 

Still Harping on Daughters: Women and Drama in the Age of Shakespeare, 

Women and the English Renaissance: Literature and the Nature of

Womankind 1540 -1620, 

 

in Shakespeare and how far his" presence was accepted as absolutely normal. Shakespeare and his audience 
were entirely familiar with boys in female parts, and cross-dressing is a symptom of their confidence: the 
complexity of the disguise could be alluded to without destroying the illusion and power of the comedy and 
the romance. Stephen Qrgel is intrigued by the fact that the English stage employed boy actresses when 
other European countries had women actors precisely because they found transvestite boys more disturbing. 
This is a false premise since it implies a conscious and deliberate choice of the boys over women in 
England when no such choice was thought of. QrgeFs view that the number of women in the audience 
would add to the pressure for female actresses seems similarly strange, since presumably the women in the 
audience were as well-used to the tradition of boys as were the men, and there is no evidence that they 
thought of themselves as a coherent voice of comment Nevertheless, his point that in many of Shakespeare's 
plays, and particularly in the romances and comedies, the women's point of view is the normative one is 
interesting, as is his insistence that both sexes - as marriageable children - are oppressed in patriarchal
society. One reason why the boy players survived so long in England, 
Orgel argues, was the specific misogyny of contemporary culture, which regarded women, marriage and 
female sexuality as far more dangerous than the homosexuality of the contemporary stage

8 

This may account for the fact that the wooing scenes between Ganymede and Orlando maintain a balanced 
uncertainty between whether the scene is overtly heterosexual or homosexual, as does Rosalind's epilogue. 
However, althoughOrgel's views are intriguing; they suggest a consciousness of the peculiarity of
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South Atlantic Quarterly, 

boy actresses and determination to keep them which almost certainly never occurred to Shakespeare or to 
his audiences. 
Writing over thirty years earlier on the subject of boy actors, W. Robertson Davies takes a particularly 
enlightened view of the boy actresses and the charges of homosexuality laid against them. Emphasizing the 
familiarity of the audiences and playwrights with boy actresses, Robertson Davies has confidence in their 
ability to carry off all female roles, comic, romantic and tragic. But this confidence derives from his opinion 
that Shakespeare ensured that the women’s parts were easier, with more set pieces such as Portia's speech 
on the quality of mercy which could not fail to move the audience. This devaluing of the female part is 
allied with a sweeping dislike of female actresses, who "are without bowels in artistic matters, and. take an 
essentially low view of their article. [Which] becomes in their hands mere self-exploitation”? He also urges 
actress’s to consider the female part from the point of view of the boy actor for the most fruitful
interpretation and performance. Rather differently, Michael Jamieson suggests that Shakespeare wrote to 
the skills of his players and exploited the advantages (youth, vigor and high-spirits) of the boy actresses.10 

Both arguments have weight, in that Shakespeare undoubtedly wrote to the strengths of his players, but 
given the domination of these plays by the cross-dressed heroine, and Davies' own faith in the virtuosity of 
the boys, the idea that the women’s parts are somehow easier (than what is not explicit) is questionable. The
significance of the boy actress for feminist criticism is inconsistent while today it is particularly pertinent 
that there was a boy in the role of the gender-confusing cross-dressed heroine, it is important to accept that 
he was also

Shakespeare's Boy Actors, 

As You Like It, Antony and Cleopatra The Winter's Tale' 
Papers, Mainly Shakespearean, 

taken seriously as a woman by his contemporaries. Indeed, the manipulation of the sex of the player and 
gender of the part which is most obvious in Rosalind’s epilogue would not be possible unless it was played 
against a background where the boy was accepted as a young woman. Furthermore, the player's sex is not
under discussion elsewhere. In other plays, while it is interesting to note the presence of the boy actress, 
there is no self-referential discussion of his sex, nor the suggestion of homoerotic interest in him as a boy 
actress. The part is more interesting than the player, and while the sex of the player may add piquancy to the 
playing of that part, it would destroy both the comedy and the romance of these plays completely if, for the 
majority of the time, the audience did not accept the heroines as women. The boy actresses' sex is one 
means through which the artificiality and uncertainty of gender is highlighted, rather than a direct concern 
of the plays themselves. It is also quite possible to maintain these levels of complexity while accepting 
other female characters as women, even when they too were originally parts taken by male players.

The arrival of female actresses on the English stage after 1660 did not necessarily proves a positive step for 
the representation of women. It can be argued that the boy actors allowed the female role to be treated with 
a greater dignity than that possible for the first female actors. Without the same pressure experienced by 
later playwrights to exploit the novelty (and bodies) of female actors on stage, Shakespeare was able to 
present female characters who would betaken seriously - ironically because they were really male. Later 
roles were tailored to actresses' off-stage reputations (which were largely sexually scandalous) whereas the 
boys of Shakespeare's days are anonymous.ElizabethHowe asserts that "actresses provided both new 
literary opportunities to explore female needs and desires on stage and new opportunities for female
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Exploitation." Changes in critical reactions to cross-dressed heroines over the

111 The First English Actresses: Women and Drama 1660 • 1700, 

Last four centuries, coupled with the fact that these parts are now almost exclusively played by women, 
present a microcosm of the cultural shift in our understanding of what it is to be a man or a woman, which 
aspects of behaviourare natural and fixed in our biological sex, and which are socially constructed. 
These concerns are fundamental to feminist literary criticism. Today the pressure to conform in dress is far 
stronger on men than women. Woodbridge suggests that

This is an over-simplification. The contemporary debate about cross-dressing, particularly the Hic Mulier - 
Haec Vir controversy emphasized the importance of dress as an indication of social position as well as sex. 
The sumptuary laws of the day were entirely concerned with the social gradation of people by what they 
wore. Cross-dressing flaunted both class and gender distinctions. The impact of the cross-dressed heroine is 
thus threefold, disturbing the distinctions between classes, between sex and gender and between sexual 
partners. In the sixteenth century, the plays were performed by men and boys for an audience, which, while 
not exclusively male, was part of an even more strongly patriarchal society than that of today. Transvestism 
was already a burning topic of debate. Contemporary sermon-writers and pamphleteers were concerned 
with the phenomenon of female transvestites outside the theatre, and the immorality of male transvestite 
actresses
Within it. Female transvestites within the plays were not their concern because they were male. Instead, 
effeminacy and incitements to homosexuality exercised the contemporary mind.

. 

Quoting contemporary evidence from Br John Rainoldes and Thomas Randolph, Lisa Jardine emphasizes
the importance of moral uneasiness surrounding the boy player, who was "liable to be regarded with erotic 
interest which hovers somewhere between the heterosexual and the homosexual around his female attire." 
Sixteenth-century critics, she states, were concerned that "the boy player's female dress and behavior 
[would] kindle homosexual love in them ale members of his audience." By contrast Woodbridge remarks on 
the prevalence of female transvestites outside the theatre, citing the many essays, poems and public 
pronouncements by King James, and sermons attacking women in masculine clothing and men who were 
guilty of effeminacy and foppishness. She contends that contemporary interest was focused on female 
transvestites and effeminate men rather than on male transvestites; Her argument is that there was avogue 
for real-life female transvestites in the 1570s to990s, declining thereafter until 1600, then regaining its 
momentum and reaching a peak between 1615 and1620. There were a surprising number of female 
transvestites in contemporary London, or rather women who dressed in variations of men's dress who
Apparently made no attempt to disguise their actual biological sex. But the effect on Shakespeare which 
Woodbridge ascribes to this phenomenon is misguided, particularly her suggestion that Shakespeare 
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stopped creating cross-dressed heroines circa 1600 for fear of seeing in the street a woman dressed like his 
own cross-dressed heroines: "Shakespeare had caught a whiff of the winds of sexual change blowing in his 
own culture. The idea that sex roles might alter was apparently an aroma which seared his nostrils." In fact 
the cross-dressed heroines are a deliberate exploration of the possibility and likelihood of the 
Alteration of roles allotted by gender. The combination of historical data with psychoanalytical conjecture 
here is unhelpful. 

The fact that each heroine stresses that she is still a woman, and that her disguise has not changed her 
female nature (femininity), as well as the fact that heterosexual harmony is apparently achieved in the final 
accedes not prevent these roles from containing the seeds of a radical challenge to ideas of fixed gender.
Contemporary and modem audiences and critics may concentrate indifferent issues, and their choice 
indicates as much about the concerns of their days it does about the plays themselves. Both play and 
audience carry a substantial weight of historical and cultural influences which inevitably mediate meaning. 
Woodbridge is not alone in her forgetfulness of the boy player. Twentieth-century feminist literary 
criticism, concerned with current productions and female crossdressershas produced relatively few critics 
who have chosen to dwell on the significance of the boy player. Even Jardine, who discusses his importance 
as an object of homoerotic interest, dismisses his/her increased resonance for other female characters. For 
Jardine these plays are an almost entirely male affair: "itdoes not matter that the coy seductiveness of the 
boy player is for plot purposes being appreciated by a woman... Playing the woman's part - male effeminacy 
- isan act for a male audience's appreciation". But having commented on the
importance of the boy player as "the object of Elizabethan erotic interest in his own male right", arguing 
that such players were "sexually enticing quatransvestied boys", Jardine does not go on to remark any 
further on the significance of female casts in twentieth century productions, nor the difference
which they must have, particularly on feminist criticism. Despite evidence from other historians who are not 
feminists that women were often present inthe audience, feminist critics seem certain that the audience was 
'male', if not inits composition, then at least in its patterns of thought and reactions. 

Playgoing in Shakespeare's London, 

King Lear Measure for Measure', 
Political Shakespeare: New Essays in Cultural

Materialism, 

By casting women in these roles we lose a layer of tension between the sex of the player and the gender of 
the part. The epilogue of As You like It is instructive. Seemingly, everything is resolved; everyone has 
departed to heterosexual harmony. Yet Rosalind leaves us with a distinctly blurred impression of her sex: 
"If I were a woman I would kiss as many of you as had beards that pleased me, complexions that liked me
and breaths that I defied not"{AYLI, epilogue, 16 -19). This leaves the audience bemused, since she is by 
now dressed as the female Rosalind. The playing of women's parts by women marks a
Significant reversal of perspective between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries.
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The emphasis may differ depending on whether the cross-dressed heroine is played by a boy or a woman, 
but in both cases the ready acceptance of this girlish youth as a future man links femininity and unformed 
masculinity "as boys and women are for the most part cattle of this colour" (AYU, M. ii. 398). These roles
imply that there are indeed two sexes, female and male, but that a man is in effect girl until that moment at 
which he has had bis first sexual experiences with women. The cross-dressed heroine disguises herself as a 
young man on the verge of manhood: conspicuously still a virgin, but ripe for sexual initiation. Portia 
Becomes a youth "between the change of man and boy" (Merchant, M.. iv. 66);Phoebe remarks of that 
Rosalind/Ganymede will eventually "make a proper man"(AYLI, HI. v. 116); Olivia tells Viola/Cesario that 
"when wit and youth is come to harvest/Your wife is like to reap a proper man" (FN, ID. i. 131 - 2). This 
uninitiated male, who will become a man - and therefore be differentiated from women - through sexual 
experience of women, is closely allied with the female sex.

The cross-dressed heroines become players in, even caricatures of, powerful stage of the building of the 
gender myth* they know the typical traits of youth: and it is pretty and love-struck. The gender which they 
emulate is alert imitation of men and they neither bring to it a greater understanding of 
women from a male point of view just because they are cross-dressed females, nor take from it a greater 
understanding of what it is to be a man. Viola alone defends women. Portia enters the communal conspiracy 
with gusto, regarding one of the most important aspects of her disguise as its sexual attractiveness and 
misogynistic brags. The 'quaint lies' a youth would tell would be familiar proof 
that in fact the youth had not had any sexual experience with women and was therefore a virgin, not yet a 
man. It is this virginity which identifies both heroines and youths: a gender of the sexually uninitiated. 

Although Portia conspires with Nerissa against the men, both inovernaming her suitors and in the final ring 
plot, misogyny and sexual suggestion come without hesitation into her words, just as Rosalind does not 
hesitate before taking Silvius' part in his wooing of Phoebe. This is disturbing. If women perpetuate the 
myth, who is left to disagree? Only Portia actually capitalizes on the supposedly distinguishing trait of 
young men (sexual licence), tauntingBassanio, once she is back as Portia, with the idea that she has slept 
with 'the doctor'. Both Viola and Rosalind, though very different, are models of chaste constancy
.
None of the heroines, as boy or woman, is ugly; they are all referred to as ‘pretty', Rosalind in particular, 
and by both sexes. The heroine's disguise changes her place in the world, and most notably in the reactions 
of those around her, and this change is one of the reasons for cross-dressing, but she is still
Desirable. Julia and Rosalind wish to avoid lascivious male attention on their 
travels but Rosalind, having reached Arden, encourages sexual attention from Or lando towards her 
male/female self. As Ganymede, Rosalind is at pains to point out her understanding of gender roles: 

Shakespeare's Division of Ej&erience, 

Merchant, AYLI, 
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Yet it is she who is on the verge of tears, not Celia, who is merely tired. Indeed Celia manages the 
journey quite as well as Rosalind and seems a great deal more robust than her cousin. Celia 
performs two roles. She manages her affairs competently in Arden, and secures the partner she 
wants, Oliver. As a foil to Ganymede/Rosalind she provides a point of reference for ideas of ' 
trecorrect behavior for men and women, which she attempts to reinstate. She gives Rosalind the 
opportunity of a female confidante which ensures that Orlando’s wooing of 'Rosalind' is grounded 
in a girlish conspiracy, as well as a homoerotic intrigue. When Rosalind threatens to weep, Celia 
reminds her that tears are not appropriate for a man; when Rosalind indulges in misogynistic 
banter with Orlando; Celia crossly rebukes her with having misused women, and threatens to 
reveal her true identity. This, however, is missing the point It is not a simple matter of revealing 
who Rosalind 'really is' since this is impossible, as the epilogue later demonstrates. Celia is an 
assertive example of womanhood. Buther ideas of the division of male and female normalities are 
shattered as she speaks. 

Twelfth Night and As You Like It encourage their audiences to find the cross-dressed heroines more 
feminine than they would be without their breeches, through an impression of female weakness 
(which is seen as femininity) combined with male effeminacy (which is not endorsed as 
masculinity). This is most obvious in Rosalind's wooing scenes with Orlando where her 
behaviourfuses the typical love-struck youth with the fact that she is a woman to present a 
Gender that is neither male nor female - nor indeed androgynous. MichaelJamieson points out that 
Rosalind's essential femininity is revealed through and not in spite of her disguise. With superior 
knowledge of Rosalind's true identity, 

The audience can appreciate her predicament as a woman even at the same time asit recognizes a
tone of homosexual intrigue from the significance (particularly in the Renaissance) of her adoption 
of the name Ganymede and the frequent references throughout the play to Jupiter/Jove, his 
mythical lover. At the sometime that Rosalind confides to Celia that she is a typical woman in 
love, she also adopts attitudes which are distinctly misogynistic, most notably when she
Upbraids Phoebe and tells her to "sell" while she can

Marilyn French correctly argues that the presentation of Rosalind demonstrates Shakespeare's 
questioning of the constrictions and construction of gender, even as he asserts them. The confusion 
opened-up by Rosalind/Ganymede (and also by Viola/Cesario) shows that there can be no certainty
over gender. By simultaneously provoking heterosexual and homosexual desire, Rosalind passes 
beyond a masculine or feminine, and indeed male or female, identity. When Rosalind/Ganymede 
offers to help Orlando find remedy for his love for her female alter-ego, the pair form an 
apparently typically heterosexual but male-male bond of shaking-off the shackles of love for a
woman. This is overlaid by the homosexual overtones of the wooing itself, throughout which it is 
evident that Rosalind/Ganymede/Rosalind by no mean swishes to cure Orlando of Ms affection for 
either 'Rosalind*. In. fact the wooing process tests Ganymede/Rosalind much more than Orlando, 
who is constantly late for their meetings, while Rosalind languishes on the verge of tears. This 
wooing cannot eclipse for Orlando his desire to see the 'real' Rosalind. But just as he, and we, 
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thinks that she appears, our certainty over her identity is shattered. As Catherine Belsey points out, 
by the time of the epilogue, there is no answer to the question of "Who is speaking? 

Ganymede in the Renaissance: Homosexuality in Art and Society, 
. 

Of course not all cross-dressed-heroines are the same, and the differences between Portia, Rosalind 
and Viola are instructive. Unlike the exiled Rosalind and the ship-wrecked Viola, Portia is a 
woman of means. Portia is powerful Botha’s herself and as Balthasar. She retains her power within 
marriage even as the play ends, although the expression of all tMspjwer is cast within the 
prevailing patriarchal terms. Portia is dynamic as both male and female. When Portia stands in 
front of the court and wins the case, we see a young woman winning it.Her cross-dressed attire is 
not sufficiently shocking to m to make us think entirely that she is a young man; besides which, we 
know, with little ironic complication, that she is a woman. However today's-director dresses her* 
there is little that most audiences have not seen women wear in the street and they continue to 
think other as a woman.

Although contemporary audiences would have known that Portia was being played by a boy, they 
would have accepted her as the rich lady of Belmont. They too would have seen a talented woman 
winning the case. While today's heroine has an essential integrity which her the boy actress lacked, 
in that sex co-incidesat one level at least with the gender of the part, both audiences should receive 
the impression of a highly capable woman. This as very different to the confused genders of both 
Rosalind and Viola. Portia is a positive presentation of active womanhood making the most of her 
natural skills which she can only display in 
disguise as a man. While Rosalind and Viola challenge the basis of sexual gender identity, on the 
grounds that they are attractive to both sexes simultaneously, Portia’s sexuality as a cross-dressed 
heroine is far less important than her practicality. Within The Merchant of Venice, it is Antonio 
rather than Portia who challenges the sexual division of gender with his love for Bassanio, just as 
his namesake in Twelfth Night proves that it is quite possible to fall in love with the same sex, in 
the form of Sebastian. In short, Rosalind and Viola disturb expectations of sexual identity, whereas 
Portia challenges the expectations of what women can do. Rosalind and Viola challenge gender 
expectations only because they cross-dress. Portia is formidable in either outfit She is therefore
more of a challenge to traditional motions of gender than either Rosalind or Viola. 

There has been much written on the androgyny of these heroines in their cross-dressed state, 
suggesting that those heroines who become dependent boys, rather than Portia's independent 
advocate, assume mythical power. Stevie Davies sees Viola as being elevated to mythic status, 
with a role to "touch Olivia's nature into the motion of Eros. As coincidental oppositorum the 
"bisexual9 Viola is associated with change, impulse, a dynamic arousal of human nature's
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possibilities". A more sophisticated psychoanalytic approach is taken byCoppelia Kahn, 
concentrating on she reaction of the audience (although again she does not make clear which 
audience, contemporary or modem, supposedly 'male ‘or not) to the blurring of the gender divide, 
suggesting that this forces us to “conceive of novel and conflicting ways in which sexual identity 
might be detached from personal identity; we are cut loose from our habitual assumption
That the two are inextricable, that the person is defined by his or her sex."Pointing out that Cesario 
is both homo- and heterosexually attractive, and yet is one and the same person, Kahn concurs 
with the consensus of feminist opinion in suggesting that female characters in male disguise 
"threaten the binary opposition on which sexual identity, and much else in culture, is based. 
Without the strict differentiation of male from female, sexual integrity disappears and chaos
impends."26

In order for there to be a romantic intrigue and a plot, someone must woothe heroine. Therefore, 
there must be female characters who are assertive wooers. Olivia in Twelfth Night and Phoebe in 
As You like It are the obvious examples. If Olivia did not fall in love with Cesario, there could be 
no resolution to the play. 

The Idea of Woman in Renaissance literature: Tke Feminine Reclaimed,

. 
Man's Estate: Masculine Identity in Shakespeare, 

. 

Orison would presumably continue to woo her and although Viola and Sebastian could be reunited, 
there would be no romantic coupling. The plays suggest that it was normal for a woman to woo, 
which is not the case. But then again, as feminist critics, it is something we might wish to see. All 
three plays make clear that it is possible to fall in love with the same sex through the presentation
of the relationships between Antonio and Bassanio, Antonio and Sebastian, Olivia andCesario, 
Phoebe and Ganymede, Orlando and Ganymede. The fact that there is a 
Sebastian to substitute for Cesario is convenient in saving Olivia’s embarrassment Her failure to 
notice any difference between the two shows that women, as well as men, fall in love with women. 
Viola's male twin makes this the only play in which the assertive female who woos the heroine can 
be satisfied. Perhaps one may conclude that it is her class which ensures Olivia is not made to look
as foolish as a vain shepherdess like Phoebe, although even she has Silvius 
Waiting in the wings. 
Same sex relationships between men are displayed in scenes of strong friendship or in more 
complex ssenes like the homosexual wooing of Ganymede. The idea of love includes not only the 
romantic and apparently heterosexual love of the heroine and her lover, but also friendships such 
as that between Antonio and Bassanio, Sebastian and Antonio. Today we might well choose to 
describe these relationships differently, as sexual attraction or friendship rather than as love. In 
these plays, the fluid application of the word underlines the complexity of the power relationships. 
When Portia exclaims 'O love!' as Bassanio has to depart in answer to Antonio's letter, it is not 
clear whether she is worried by the mention of love two lines above, angry that her plans for 
marital merriment will have to be delayed and is therefore telling love itself to 4 be gone', or 
urgingBassanio, her love, to go and help his friend, just as her reference later to Antonio as her 
husband's 'bosom lover' may - or not - contain a realization of rivalry
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For Marilyn French, the isolation of the homosexual male results from mixing the gender 
principles in an unacceptable way. Antonio in Twelfth Night she suggests combines aspects of the 
soldier and the lover in a way that is not acceptable in Illyria. This is true. Certainly his application 
of love, desire and jealousy to his relationship with Sebastian suggests more than friendship. 
Samesexlove is major concern of the plays with cross-dressed heroines, not only 
Between men, but also between women. Homosexuality was a subject of contemporary debate, as 
is evident from frequent references to Deuteronomicpronouncements against it. Woodbridge points 
out that this contemporary interesting homosexuality: 

Yet although there is attraction between women in these plays, friendships between them dissolve: 
the cross-dressed heroine has no peer. Despite having vowed that she and her cousin were 'one', 
Celia's friendship with Rosalind is dissolved by their time in Arden and particularly by her cousin's 
encounters with Orlando, the complications of which Celia seems not to understand; Portia 
andNerissa remain mistress and servant; Viola and Olivia, and Julia and Silvia, are unintentional
rivals.

Portia also has a rival - Antonio. He establishes the battle with her for 
Bassanio's affection, and his money is the only means by which Bassanio can 

. 

woo Portia. Indeed it is primarily to repay Debts to Antonio that Bassaniodoes woo her. When the 
default on loan endangers Ms life, Antonio retains the emotional upper hand, putting Bassanio in 
the awkward position of asking Portia to judge the depth of AntoMo's love for Mm. We have no 
means of telling whether Bassano’s depth of friends MP for Antonio is spurred by love or debt 
Nevertheless, Antonio's manipulative lover's farewell elicits the desired response from Bassanio, 
who vows that both Ms own life and Portia are not worth more than Antonio. Having overheard 
Bassano’s comments, Portia/Balthasar urges her husband to hand over her ring and accepts Ms 
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Refusal with pretended illhumour. It is Antonio who urges Bassanio to change Ms Mind. It is he 
who insists that Balthasar's bonds of debt and love for Mm should be valued 'gainst your wife’s
commandment' (IV. i. 448) (my italics).

To free himself from Antonio's overwhelming patronage, Bassanio needs financial security - 
which he can only gain through marriage to a woman like Portia. Both he and Portia are obligated 
to Antomo until Portia can break Antonio’s stranglehold by saving her rival, losing her 'ring' to 
Mm and then making him instrumental in its return. She thereby takes over from Antonio as the
most powerful person in the triangular relations MP. Although her rossdressedstate helps her- to do 
tMs, it is her own wit and verbal skills which enable her to affect it successfully. Cross-dressing 
merely lends her opportunity to behead. In the quest for supremacy in Bassano’s affections, 
Antonio cannot win because Portia's cross-dressing ensures the triumph of the heterosexual tie 
over the homosexual. Although Antonio has heard Bassanio say that he is more important than 
Portia - and if he is literally cut to the heart in forfeiting the bond, he dies a martyr to his love - he 
is saved from death by Portia herself. In an attempt to prove the love between men stronger than 
that between a man and woman, Antonio makes Bassanio break faith with Portia. But by making 
Antoniothe chief instrument in the return of the ring which he urged Bassanio to giveaway (to the 
inescapable Portia herself, of course), Portia triumphs. The audience knows that the threats which 
end the play are - probably - harmless, since physically both inevitable and impossible: Portia will 
have to 'lie' with Balthasarevery night, since they are the same person. But the threat is still the 
stereotypical one of possible - or probable - sexual infidelity.

Marilyn Williamson quotes Foucault to argue that a Renaissance wife had the power to make her 
husband a cuckold because she was his property; his very possession of her invested her with 
power. This is both disturbing and apt. It is also an effective weapon in maintaining the status quo, 
suggesting that victims should simply realize they are part of a power relationship. It offers no 
solution of how to change the nature of that relationship. Portia gains the upper hand 
Through a combination of her own individual skills and the opportunity cross dressing
Provides for her to use them. A study of female characters (whether from a feminist perspective or 
not) in conjunction with such an understanding of power, enables an exploration of where the 
nature of the power really lies, who has control of a relationship and what are the possibilities for 
change, or the factors preventing itIn conventional terms, either of the sixteenth century or today, 
Portia is the ‘golden girl' who has everything: money, beauty, a household of her own and a 
lover she wants, who wants her. This would appear to give her power over her life, her choice of 
husband and her supremacy in his affections. Yet her power is tightly delineated according to a 
patriarchal structure. Indeed her power before and after she cross-dresses is a man's usurped power 
of dominion over herself and her estate, while her power when she is dressed like a youth is her 
own individual eloquence that her dress merely lets her display. Fundamentally, neither sex nor 
gender has anything to do with the origin of her powers. It is a paradox that Portia is the most 
successful cross-dresser because she confidently achieves her

The Patriarchy of Shakespeare's Comedies, 
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goals through that supposedly typically female skill, argument. It is an ability that was evident 
within the walls of Belmont, but which Portia can only exhibit without them when she is dressed 
as Balthasar. Demonstrating a typical example of the mistakes of over-enthusiastic feminist
criticism, Williamson oversimplifies the significance of Portia's power:

Merchant

Despite Williamson's claim to be using a combination of historical material and Foucault’s
theories to construct her argument, she does little more than take the idea of a 'splendid woman' 
and recast it with a feminist gloss. This is the danger of looking for positive female roles. Firstly, 
women's roles are complicated by the issue of the sex of the actor. Secondly, assertive female 
characters are not necessarily attractive. Portia is a central character in a play about money and
Manipulation. Her exertions and achievements are as mercenary as those of the other characters. 
Even if we want a heroine, we should not let Portia's wit blind us to her faults, nor her weakness. 
What power does Portia have? Before she takes to male disguise, she is a sitting target for fortune 
hunters. We see her only indoors, debilitated within the confines of her estate as well as her 
father's will. As she herself comments, she has no choice of suitor: her defense against having 

'• 

to marry a man she detests is a combination of luck, male arrogance or stupidity in choosing the 
wrong casket, and- an extra glass of Rhenish for the Duke of Saxony’s nephew. Her alternative is 
to remain a spinster in Belmont is of course her domain: surely she has power here? Yet she sees 
this power in terms of a patriarchal household, where she has temporarily usurped the correct
hierarchy until she hands herself over to Bassanio. The one role she could notfulfil was kingship 
over herself: a woman alone lacks the power to make her world complete, and into that breach 
steps Bassanio, the husband 

More accurate than Williamson is Lisa Jardine, who points out that Portia has to distort the 
appearance of Bassanio's impoverishment as an indication of her love for him. This she achieves 
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by lying about her own intelligence and education. The purpose of this distortion is a construction 
of romantic love. Portia has internalized the patriarchal values concerning the proper relationship
between husband and wife and knows that her wealth and intelligence must be seen to be 
subordinate to Bassanio - or at least not superior, which they clearly are. Portia's self-devaluing is 
necessary for the audience to receive an impression of love rather than fortune-hunting, and to give 
the appearance of equality rather than disparity between the lovers. 

The audience may assume that the choosing of the casket is merely a plot device, assuring a happy 
ending in the neatly controlled world of Shakespearean comedy. After all, Portia is formidable, she 
is in control. But her true love places Portia’s wealth before her beauty^ Bassanio wishes to be 
fortunate; Portia is the Golden Fleece. The casket-scenes stress not only the fact that Portia is a 
hostage to fortune, but also that gold is deceptive and beauty superficial. Bassanio originally 
described Portia to Antonio in a mercenary metaphor: "her sunny locks/Hang on 
her temples like a golden fleece But Bassanio is not entirely

. 

attracted by gold. As he rejects it for lead, he is disturbingly vitriolic about deceptive appearances, 
recalling his initial description of Portia's appearance in a most unflattering comparison.

Portia is noteworthy as the golden-haired girl in a play where the golden casket
Contains a memento mori.

The power struggle in the play is not over money, or about Shy lock, but between Portia and 
Antonio for control of Bassanio's affections. All Portia’s money, her beauty, her Belmont estate is
worthless against this. Her powers must be exerted according to these men's terms. To beat them, 
she must join them. She does this through the notable skills in argument and persuasion which are 
her true power. Significantly she does not derive these powers from cross-dressing, which merely 
lends her the opportunity to display existing abilities until now confined to Belmont. (If we follow 
Williamson's line of argument, we might even suggest that it is Antonio's predicament which has 
'empowered* her.) We know from her over-naming of her suitors, as well as her speech to 
Bassanio, how well she speaks. Her speechless messages have been transformed into accomplished 
loquaciousness. This, as she herself points out (in an intense twenty four line speech), is 
inappropriate in a young virgin who should have "no tongue but thought"  Portia is an extremely 
able speaker, who is nevertheless aware that, according to the prevailing ideology, she talks too 
much. Cross-dressing releases her from cultural expectations (gendering) of her speech, 
which understand only the modest and silent maid and the shrewish scold. But even this release is 
achieved through the typical feminine attribute - tongue - and the final balance of power is 
maintained by the stock threat of sexual deceit.
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Although Portia seems more assertive than Rosalind, her images of womanhood are stereotyped. 
Dismissing the Neapolitan prince, she admits to thinking that she fears his mother must have 
"played false" - a common misogynistic throw-away She implies that she is a piece of property,
and Bassanio her owner (III. ii. 19). She leads us to believe that she is uneducated, yet with die aid 
of lessons in Padua and a doublet and hose, she becomes a skilled advocate. The (convention of the 
ignorant woman is exposed asa convention: but still Portia's linguistic skills are held in tension as 
she saves the greatest rival for her husband's affection. For her, cross-dressing is only 
temporary liberation from a particular set of misogynistic constraints which she appears to 
endorse. This extreme (and untrue) self debasement backfires into an aura of duplicity: the Portia 
who does what no male lawyer in Venice could do is hardly an unschooled girl (M. ii. 159). This 
self-undervaluing makes the contrast with her cross-dressed state all die more remarkable. Thus 
cross-dressing is atone and the same moment a step towards liberty, and also a reinforcement of 
misogyny, as female characters themselves perceive powerlessness as appropriate to the female 
role - a role to which they must return, and which they actively pursue while cross-dressed.

Portia is the only cross-dressed who retains the power of her transformation after it is ended. This 
she needs in order to maintain her superiority in the balance of power with Antonio for Bassanio. 
Whereas the other cross-dressed heroines appear to have resolved their romantic problems (if not 
our certainty of their sex)by the final act, the specter of Antonio on Portia's threshold, in the 
intimate position of returning her 'ring' to Bassanio, means that she must maintain an eternal threat 
In The Merchant of Venice, a powerful heroine begins with the 
feminine power to attract men with her money and beauty; finds that this still does not secure her 
husband's love; uses her powers of language in the guise of youth, free of expectations of feminine 
speech; and ends the play with the power to prove a scold par excellence and a cuckolded if 
Bassanio gives her reason. Portia’s powers of speech, intelligence, wit, beauty, money and 
property have all been subsumed into a misogynistic nightmare of a wife one must watch like 
Argus, while at the same time she has proved the superiority of her love and 
Power over Bassanio. Just as Rosalind and Viola appeal to both sexes simultaneously, so, as Qrgel 
suggests, Portia's ring trick "plays on both the male fears and the female fantasies of a patriarchal 
society.'

The changed state is always resolved by the end of the play. It is a purely temporary choice which 
may be liberating while it lasts, but which is bound to end. When it does end, the subject is back 
within the boundaries of marriage. It is proper only to note, not to object to, the fact that all these 
heroines' efforts rechanneled to one end: marriage, where their position will be as their husband’s 
subordinate. It may be argued that since the heroine has had some element of control in her choice 
of sexual partner, while cross-dressed, she has benefited from the opportunity to experience life as 
a man. On the other hand, if the most radical part of cross-dressing has been the act of donning the 
disguise, what has changed? Female characters have merely tasted, reinforced and then laid aside 
the freedoms of a role from which they are forever excluded. For contemporary audiences the boy 
player complicated the play and its resolution, while today the audience may not be convinced that 
heterosexual harmony and coupledom - or marriage - is necessarily a happy ending. Now the bias 
may be to look for the inherent problems of a heterosexual couple, rather than to pick on the 
travesty ofRosalind's epilogue. Each age looks for different things and finds problems or interests
in different places, for different reasons. 
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There are other plays in which women choose to dress in ways which challenge the male order far 
more than do Portia, Viola or Rosalind.  

Cross-Dressing is not the only means by which a female character can assert herself. Helena
chooses holy disguise rather than the style of a page-boy, most probably because Bertram already 
despises her: to dress as a boy would only make further rejection inevitable. Joan and Margaret 
both dress in traditionally male attire, but without pretending to change their sex. There are 
alternatives. What crossdressingshows us in particular* however, is a complex examination of 
gender. Feminist critics have not yet satisfactorily explored she significance of these characters.
Most have concurred that these heroines present us with a freefloatingversion of gender. More 
work should be done on the fact that they also present the opposite: an indication shat the plays 
show that a female character’s supposedly essential femaleness (femininity) cannot be changed 
with her clothes. Further work also needs to be done on the significance of the boy player, the 
distinctions between different periods of reception and the nature of the power which these 
characters display. However, much has already been done, and feminism in particular has a 
difficult task in striking the balance between seeing what it wants to see, and condemning what it 
finds.
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